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Microheterogeneity of
alpha 1-acid glycoprotein
in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis
treated with methotrexate
The use of methotrexate (MTX) in the
treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) has
been shown in many studies.' 2 The mode of
action by which MTX suppresses disease
activity is still unknown. Clinical
improvement during MTX therapy appears a
few weeks after the beginning of the
treatment,3 and symptoms of the disease
recur very quickly after cessation of the
treatment. An anti-inflammatory mechanism
ofMTX action therefore is likely.4

In our study we evaluated microhetero-
geneity of alpha-1 acid glycoprotein (AGP) in
patients with RA treated with MTX. The
initial study population comprised 35
patients (27 women, eight men) who met the
RA criteria as defined by the ARA. The
patients were aged 29-63 [mean(SD)
47-2(14-5)] years. The disease duration
ranged from one to 24 years [mean(SD)
9-8(6- 1) years]. All were treated with metho-
trexate (5-15 mg weekly) given in a single
oral dose. Most of the patients, additionally
took nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs). The control population
comprised 17 healthy subjects (seven
women, 10 men), aged 22-45 years
[mean(SD) of 31-1(6-4) years]. A second
control population consisted of 31 RA
patients with RA (24 women and seven men)
treated with NSAIDs only [mean(SD) age

51-7(12-4) years, mean(SD) disease duration
11 -8(9-9) years].
Disease activity was performed according

to the method proposed by Mallya and
Mace.5 Patients with intercurrent infections
or other severe illnesses were excluded from
the study. AGP microheterogeneity was
performed by crossed affinoimmunoelectro-
phoresis with Con-A as a ligand.6 The data
were expressed as a reactivity coefficient
(RC), which was calculated by dividing the
sum of all Con-A reactive variants by a non-
reactive one. The results were analysed using
the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

In the majority of the patients, disease
activity improved after six months of
treatment with MTX. The number of painful
and swollen joints was reduced. The level of
haemoglobin slightly increased and ESR
decrease was observed (table). Six patients
discontinued the treatment because of side
effects.
Mean(SD) AGP-RC was significantly

lower in patients with RA compared with
controls [0 95(0.23) v 1-35(0-15), p < 0.01],
and did not change during the first four
months of MTX treatment (figure);
However, after a six month treatment period
AGP-RC increased [1-21(0-14), p<0 01],
though failed to reach the level observed in
healthy controls (figure).
AGP-RC was low in patients treated with

NSAIDs and did not change during the
twelve month observation [0-94(0-19),
0-99(0 20), 0-97(0 22), before and after six
and 12 months respectively].
AGP is predominantly synthesised and

glycosylated in hepatocytes. Some data
indicate that methotrexate impairs liver
function. However, liver damage does not
develop if the total dose of methotrexate is
not higher than 1500 mg.8 The total dose of
MTX did not exceed 500 mg in any of our
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Mean(SD) changes in alpha-i-acid
glycoprotein reacticity coefficient in rheumatoid
arthritis patients treated with methotrexate
(MTX).
Statistical significance: healthy controls v RA
patients before;MTX treatment p < 0 001; RA
patients beforeMTX treatment v after six and
12 months of treatment p < 0 01.

Mean(SD) changes in activity ofrheumatoid arthritis in 35 patients treated with methotrexate

Before AfterMTX treatment
MTX
treatment 2 months 6 months 12 months

Number of patients 35 35 31 29
Morning stiffness (min)* 149(55) 57(42) 57(43) 38(44)
Number of painful joints* 15-9(6-3) 8 4(4 2) 6-5(4-1) 5-5(3-0)
Number of swollen joints* 6-7(3-2) 3-1(2-9) 2 2(2 3) 1-4(1-8)
Haemoglobin (mmol/l)* 7-0(0 8) 7 7(0 7) 7-8(0-5) 7-9(0-7)
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (mm/h)* 71(28) 40(22) 36(20) 33(22)
C-reactive protein (mg/l)** 41(25) 18(11) 17(9) 13(7)
AGP (mg/l) NS 984(332) 907(286) 915(304) 843(299)
Platelets (109/1) NS 310(95) 240(71) 272(70) 240(95)

Statistical significance:
before MTX treatment v after 12 months ofMTX treatment
NS = statistically nonsignificant; *p < 0-01; **p < 0-001.

patients. The changes therefore in micro-
heterogeneity ofAGP in our patients' sera are

unlikely to have been caused by liver
damage.

It is well established that AGP-RC is
decreased in patients with RA.7 Conversely,
the low level of AGP-RC has been observed
not only in RA, but also in chronic juvenile
arthritis, lupus erythematosus, and other
chronic inflammatory diseases. It is not clear
whether AGP-RC may be affected by the
disease activity. Preliminary studies showed
that cyclophosphamide treatment does not
modify AGP-RC in spite of clinical
improvement (Lacki J K, Wiktorowicz K,
unpublished data). Thus a direct influence of
MTX on AGP glycosylation should be
considered.
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Augmented expression of
inflammatory cytokines
and adhesion molecules in
accelerated nodulosis
during methotrexate
therapy
The development of subcutaneous nodulosis
during methotrexate (MTX) therapy has
recently been reported by several investi-
gators.1-3 Most of the patients have features
of cutaneous vasculitis such as nailfold
thrombi. The majority of patients respond to
MTX, and their disease activity is usually low
when nodulosis appears. The nodules regress
after discontinuation of MTX, suggesting
that MTX itself is closely involved in the
induction of nodulosis. The patho-
physiological mechanism, however, remains
to be clarified. We report an increased
expression of inflammatory cytokines and
intercellular adhesion molecule-I (ICAM-1)
in vessels with leukoclastic vasculitis induced
by MTX.
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